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Donation account

Any contribution to gorilla 
protection in Africa might be 
sent to the bank account
Odhalení 555555552/0800. 
Thank you!
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VIDEO
(translated presentation text)

CRo Leonardo is one of the most recent radio stations of CRo. As an internet radio, Leonardo has 
been broadcasting since September 2005: digital broadcasting started only one month later, on 
multiplex A, channel 25. Our motto is ‘the adventure of knowledge’. The actual purpose is to 
popularize science, technology, nature, medicine and history through variety of broadcasts and 
interviews with recognized Czech scientists. As the internet remains crucial to the way Leonardo 
broadcasts, great emphasis is placed on its multimedia character and Leonardo actually originated in 
the internet division of CRO. This division has already realized many specialized projects, namely the 
African odyssey, a project, where the migrant trajectories of the black storks have been monitored 
from the Czech Republic to Africa using the satellite telemetry. Not only did this project mean several 
worldwide primacies and new scientist knowledge, but it also provided a very interesting broadcast 
content that raised extraordinary interest of the public: another project, The new odyssey, followed, 
and it took place in Asia. Another type of projects are online broadcasts, for example the birth of 
northern white rhino.

A couple of months ago, a unique project has been started: television in the radio. Broadcast that 
was on the radio, TV and the internet at the same time. Our editor in chief, Miroslav Bobek, played 
with an idea of multimedia project of this kind for a while already, but the impulse to realize it was a 
massive pressure of idiotic reality-shows like Big Brother and also was the actual form of the 
broadcast inspired by these shows. Therefore, the slogan to our show was “A little bit different reality 
show”. The name, “Odhaleni:, “The Exposed” is an allusion to the name of one of those reality shows 
“Vyvoleni”, means “The Chosen Ones”. The players were members of endangered species of gorillas. 
Observing them in nature would be preferable, but technically unbearable, therefore the gorillas were 
observed in a pavilion in Prague Zoo, in the same way people are in reality-shows. Sixteen tv
cameras were placed around the pavilion and the multimedia broadcast started. The prize in the 
human-reality-show was 12 million CZK (czech crowns), the prize for the gorilla winner was 12, but 
MELONS. An award as dangerous for a  gorilla, as for a man. The gorilla family wasn’t much of 
affected by contest, in fact, I doubt they even noticed it was on. The scientists and specialists we 
cooperated with, on the other hand, were excited.

Remarkable delight the gorillas had from variety of enrichments we offered them from time to 
time to stir the atmosphere a bit only stirred up our curiosity what else can gorillas do. We learned 
from every reaction, they knew well how to surprise us. The scientists were astonished when one of 
the gorillas used a stick to find out how deep was the water he was about to enter. The observations 
proved it was not an exception, but just another usual thing we just didn’t know about. One of the 
most interesting experiments both for us and the public was to put a TV and remote control in the 
pavilion. 
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The public had to decide, through sms messages, which one of the pavilion inhabitants wins the 
prize, whether Richard (the only male), Kijivu, Shinda, Moja or Kamba. For those unable to vote for 
one individual was prepared an account for sponsorship and variety of merchandise to give everyone 
chance to support the gorilla family. Of course it was important to have the winner, but even more 
important was to collect enough money to help saving endangered gorillas species in Africa. Around 
this time, there is a Czech expedition led by the author of the project in Limbe research station to 
deliver the project’s proceeds.

“A little bit different reality-show” lasted for X months. It got vast publicity both in Czech republic 
and abroad. It suggested many topics, that would be otherwise forgotten. Let me use the confusion 
about little Moji’s sex as an example of that. First genetic test suggested it was female (we could not 
watch the process with the camera). The newspaper took it as a fact and let it be. We did another two 
tests, broadcasted live, and proved Moji was female.

Our “little bit different reality-show” is over, but “the exposed” continue as weekly programme, still 
using all three means of broadcasting, tv, radio and the internet. Plus you can find all the editions in 
our website’s archive. The daily records will be published in a form of a diary. One DVD has been 
already released, another one is being prepared. We have also decided to go on with rather auxiliary 
genre of the “gorillas’ fairy tales”, but now in more rich a concept. Let me put on one short fairy tale 
now...


